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 5 Month to do list

THE PROM
COUNTDOWN

5 months
4 months 3 months 2 months

Begin prom dress shopping
- Try on many different styles and
colours and narrow your search on

what suits you best
- Try not to visit too many stores

as it becomes highly confusing
 

Organise who you are going with,
whether it be on your own, in a

pair or in a large group and begin
looking at transport, be aware

most company's fill up fast!
 

Classic transport ideas:
- Limo 

- Party bus
- Classic Cars
- Supercars

 

Consider if you would like
makeup and hair done, who you

would like to do it, if it is a
company, book a trial run as

these can be important in
getting exactly what you want,

especially if you have never
used the company beforehand!

 
 If you can at this point, book
the transport and if needed,

place a deposit
 

Hopefully, by now you have
chosen a dress, if not don't

panic! If you have had a trial
run and loved your hair and

makeup confirm your booking.
Confirm your transport

booking.
Start looking for the perfect
accessories to go with your

dress such as shoes, clutch bags
and jewellery

 

If you need to, place an
appointment to get your dress
altered as having the dress at

the perfect length takes a lot of
the stress off walking around

on prom day, especially if
you're not well rehearsed in
wearing high heels if you're

wearing them
 

It would also be a great idea to
book in any nail appointments
or spray tan appointments as
 these also get booked up very

fast!
 



PROM SHOPPING

No doubt you have been looking at photos of dresses
online for MONTHS before your appointment -

Doesn't everyone?
However, we think it is so important to note that,

without ever trying one on, we don't know what suits
you yet.

Due to this, we say, its best to come shopping with an
open mind. There are so many silhouettes, styles and

colours to choose from, and whilst we will always
keep your vision in mind, we would rather you try on

one of every style and rule them out than not try
styles at all.

Arrive to your appointment with an open mind - this
will be an exciting experience and we want you to

enjoy it the most you possibly can.

It is important to discuss with your parents/significant other
(or any other party who will be contributing to your purchase)
your budget before you enter the store. Each of the styles in the
store has a price label and it is important to stick within your

price range. Try not to try on any dresses which exceed the
price point you have set  

Make sure you are wearing something comfortable, which is also quick
and easy to take off if you plan on trying on dresses.

Minimal makeup is advised, if you like the dress when you are not in
full glam, then you will love it even more on the day!

Here are a few more suggestions of what to bring:
- The heels you vision wearing on your prom day, if you haven't bought
them yet, bring a heel that has the same heel height as what you will be

wearing.
- Face covering (COVID-19 Restrictions)

- Strapless bra
- Photos of dresses you like

- Hairbands 
- A smartphone with charge for photos

Keep an open mind

Budget Planning

What to bring



 

Mid morning:
Have a substantial breakfast - it is a very long day!

Makeup and hair if your having it professionally done 
 

Afternoon:
Gown up! Its time to piece it all together!

Add accessories (don't put your shoes on too early)
Make sure you take plenty of photos in this time, lots of people forget when they are in a rush/have guests

Prepare your bag - heres a list of essentials to take to prom:
Invite (if needed) 

Phone
Spare shoes or socks 

Some cash (Just in case)
Send your mum and dad the address if they are not coming with you 

Proof of identification such as a provisional licence/bite card
A list of important phone numbers

Lipstick
Eyelash glue

    Concealer

PROM DAY
What to do



HAIR INSPO
Styles we love



MAKE-UP
INSPO

Nude or smokey?



WE RECOMMEND 

01 02 03
BRA ALTERNITIVES

If your dress is backless/requires
you to go braless - we have ann

alternative!
 

Pearky Pears - sold instore are a
thick, plaster like substance which

holds in place all night.
They have both halterneck and

bandeau options and a size range
from AA-G

BLOCK HEEL
SHOES

Comfort is key!
We recommend:

Block Heels
Sandals

Linzi have really
afforadable shoes with the

right amount of bling
 

WEATHER
AVOIDANCE  

Always check the weather
forecast, usally for the time of

year proms fall on beautiful hot
days. However, its always good
to carry a small bag umbrella if

the forcast isnt too great
Ebay and Wish sell "mini"

umbrellas for as little as £2!

Making your day easier



USEFUL TIPS

Many venues have highly varnished floors
which are very slippery. 

Rough up the bottoms of any new shoes
before their use - this increases grip.

Roll up flip flops are a quick resolution to
sore feet - leave some in your clutch bag for

emergencies 

In the lead up to prom - careful of getting a
tan which leaves strapmarks, especially if

your dress is strapless 

Streaky tan?
Mix together freshly squeezed lemon juice with a few
teaspoons of baking soda until the powder becomes a

paste. Then, jump in the shower and scrub areas of
streakiness with the mixture until the unwanted tan

lines disappear.

When your taking so many photos - your phone
battery can die so quickly! 

Its a great idea to pack a power bank with you - just in
case!

Its also a really cute idea to bring a disposiable camera
and scrapbook the night after 

Always have a trial is your having your hair
and make-up done by a professional.

Also -Try and book hair and make-up for
late morning - having it too early on a hot
day may require some slight re-application

We live by



DRESS SHAPES FOR BODY TYPES
Styles to suit shapes



POPULAR TRANSPORT IDEAS
Travel in style 



GLAM GIRLS

MAKE UP BY BRIONY
Location based: Make up box studio

Epping
CM16 4aq

Services: Make-up and eyelash
extensions

 

BELLES MAKE UP AND
BLOWDRYS

Location based: CM0 7DY
Services offered:

Make-up artist and bouncy
blowdry specialist 

 

MAKE UP BY BROOKE
Location based:

Occasion make-up artist 
Little Lolls Boutique 

CM2 6YQWe Love in Essex



L O T S  O F  L O V E

ENJOY
We cant wait to see you on your day!

 
Any questions or problems dont hesitate to message us 


